FELIX & FIONA:
THE BIG STINK AND OTHER ADVENTURES
Special edition

SHOW Frank
HOW TO GET TO Felix!

"Come here, boy!"
Felix makes friends easily. He is a very strong reader and is extremely creative. His creativity comes to life through various art forms that include art class at school and his proclivity for performance — he is known to seek the spotlight even in everyday situations.

Overall, Felix is pretty easy going, but he definitely knows what he likes. For instance, he’ll eat just about anything with a smile, but put more than cheese on a pizza and he’ll pass on eating all together. Felix will do whatever he can to make other people happy, but at times his laidback personality and people-pleasing ways can get him into trouble.

Frank is Felix’s furry friend, adopted from a local dog rescue. He loves belly rubs and he hardly ever chews socks anymore.
Fifi is Fiona’s fluffy feline friend. She loves playing with balls of aluminum foil and performing amazing tricks.

Fiona is definitely a confident, fierce, twenty-first century girl. She knows who she is and is comfortable in her own skin. Fiona loves math and playing sports, especially basketball, sometimes allowing her competitiveness to get the best of her. She loves to make people laugh (including herself), and her quick wit makes it easy for her to help lighten the mood at a moment’s notice.

Fiona is dependable, trustworthy, and very empathetic. She has a very defined sense of right and wrong and can become upset when she thinks someone is being treated unfairly. She loves animals, school, music and movies.
Match the pictures with the clues down below. See how many you can find!

1. This rhymes with hat
2. I like to dribble this in gym class
3. This animal wiggles his tail when he's happy
4. A favorite summer treat
5. I feel royal when I wear this
6. When frightened, this animal will spray
7. I can fly this to the moon
8. I have to break its shell to eat it